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OUR MISSION

P33
exists
to...
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Follow the Data
We examine the data to identify
a specific, pressing and
solvable challenge in our tech
ecosystem
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Go Big
We take on the biggest techrelated challenges that show
the greatest opportunity for
our region

turbocharge Chicagoland’s
tech ecosystem and promote
inclusive economic growth.
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Break Silos
We work across silos to bring
together the right mix of
diverse players to solve the
challenge
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Make it Stick
We design a solution that
makes our ecosystem work
better and can be selfsustaining, so we are ready
for the next challenge
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How we achieve it

HOW WE WORK

BY 2033…

P33 is focused
on improving
Chicagoland’s
performance
on five
outcomes

Value Creation
Racial &
Gender Equity
Collaboration

Quality & Quantity
of Talent Pool
Perception
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*Black and LatinX

Chicagoland ranks in the top five nationally for venturebacked exits with 5-10 $1bn exits per year

Chicagoland is the nation’s most diverse tech
workforce, comprised of 50% people of color and
women

Chicagoland’s corporations, academic institutions, startups, and researchers collaborate with a fluidity superior
to tier 1 tech hubs

Chicagoland has the most digitally prepared tech workforce
in America, ranked in top 3 in the U.S. for computer
science, data science, and STEM degree production

Chicagoland is seen as a global tech hub and a leading
destination for tech talent and business
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Current Gaps
• Capital invested in Deep Tech5
• Chicago ranks #9 for per capita series B & C venture funding among peer
cities5
• Black and Latinx entrepreneurs in Chicago report 80% of their equity
needs go unmet6
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Current Strengths
•
•

Three tier 1 research universities (1 of 4 US cities)1
100+ incubators and accelerators – strong seed stage startup
ecosystem2

•

Multiple on invested capital = 5.6 (#1 in US)3

•

27 Fortune 500 companies headquartered in Chicago4

•

Capital invested in R&D expenditures5

4

1. ChicagoNEXT, Carnegie Foundation Classification of Institutions of Higher Education, 2018; Illinois Innovation Index: Talent Index, Fall 2017; 2. ChicagoNEXT, 2018; 3. PitchBook Chicagoland VC Ecosystem Report
2020; 4. Fortune 2020; 5. Chicago Technology Leadership Initiative Business, Community, & Culture Phase 2 Recommendations Memo, December 18th, 2018; 6. U.S. Census Annual Survey of Entrepreneurs; Federal
Reserve of Cleveland, 2016 Small Business Credit Survey

What We're
Doing

What We’re Doing
Early Stage: Deep Tech – Quantum Cohort

Growth Stage: P33 Company Connect

Underfunded Tech Founders: TechRise
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Early Stage:
Deep Tech –
Quantum Cohort

Quantum properties of matter will transform our world and industry…
$850 B

The Opportunity
Use our best-in-class Quantum
Information Science capabilities to
drive academic-industry interactions
and develop a robust quantum
ecosystem.

Recent News
2/19/20: Argonne and UChicago scientists take

important step in developing national quantum
internet (Argonne)

$35 B
$5 B
Near term
(~3–5 years)

Broad quantum
advantages
(~10 years)

Full-scale fault
tolerance
(~20+ years)

7/23/20: In Push for Better Cybersecurity, U.S.

Energy Department Outlines a National Quantum
Internet (Wall Street Journal)

…and Illinois has an unparalleled quantum research infrastructure.
8/26/20: Department of Energy selects Argonne,

Fermilab to lead two multi-million-dollar national
quantum research centers (University of Chicago)
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Source: BCG; “Quantum gold rush: the private funding pouring into quantum start-ups” Nature Vol 573 10/3/2019

With two out of five of the new DOE Centers of Excellence, AND one of the Quantum
Leap centers, IL has scientific density.
Nation Science Foundation ($75M)
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A

UIUC led, novel approach
to building, networking, and
scaling quantum computers

1

Q-NEXT - Argonne led
Quantum Materials for networks,
sensing, and simulation test beds

B

Univ. of CO. led,
quantum sensing

2

SQMS - Fermilab led SRF and
long coherence for computing

C

Berkeley led, large scale
quantum computers

3

QSA - Lawrence Berkeley led
Advancing hardware platforms in
parallel for Quantum Computing

4

C2QA - Brookhaven led
Quantum Computing superconducting circuits, ion
trapping, photonics, and scientific
computing

5

QSC - Oakridge led Novel
materials and resulting
computing – huge moonshot
into topological computing

1 2
3
C
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B

A
5

Department of Energy ($625M)

“Quantum Cohort” will bring industry stakeholders to the forefront of QIST
research.
What is it?

What does it mean?

• Chicagoland universities and National Labs are at the forefront of the
quantum information science and technology (QIST) revolution

• Curated Meetings: Connect and interact with the researchers and new
ventures that are pushing the forefront and moving this field forward

• The region has high profile experts pushing boundaries of quantum
computing, quantum networking, and quantum sensing

• Low Commitment: With a small time investment from leadership and
technical staff, the program will help companies better understand if,
when, and how QIS will affect Financial Services and Fin Tech business

• Quantum Cohort will facinteractions between companies and leading
academic QIST experts focused on practical quantum
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• Partners for Clarity: Build connections with experts in the community
and be able to take the pulse of trends and timing needed for investment

CONTACT US

How to get
involved
Quantum Cohort
We are looking for financial services leaders and
quantum experts in the region to join the
cohort.
Learn more here.

Michelle Hoffmann
SVP, Deep Tech
Michelle.Hoffmann@P33Chicago.com
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Growth Stage:
P33 Company
Connect

The Opportunity
Chicagoland has a vibrant startup

P33’s Company
Connect

ecosystem and a strong base of
established companies. Despite these
strengths, Chicagoland’s support
infrastructure is sparse for connecting
these two sides of our ecosystem.

BENEFITS

___

263 Growth Stage Companies
A need for more later stage capital to
grow into established businesses

Growth Stage Companies
•

•
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Insights into pain points of established

•

Opportunities to test and pitch
their offering

Insights into the P33 Company Connect
case catalogue of growth stage
companies that can address your most
challenging business problems

•

businesses ahead of your pitch

Combined
A need for tech talent to solve
challenging business problems

•

partnering with local growth stage
companies

65+ Established Business
with $1T+ Annual Revenue

Intros to potential enterprise customers
that have already expressed interest in

Established Businesses

Connectivity with peers at other large
companies

•

Investment in Chicago’s economic growth
and business community

CONTACT US

How to get
involved
Join P33 Company Connect
We are currently looking for growth stage companies that can provide
the below solutions and established businesses from certain sectors:

Growth Stage Companies
•

Data & Analytics

•

Financial Services & Insurance

Brandi.Bridges@P33Chicago.com

•

Industrial Internet of
Things, Industry 4.0

•

Manufacturing & Supply
Chain/Logistics

___

Food & Agtech

•

•
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Established Businesses

Brandi Bridges
SVP, Ventures

Agriculture, Food Services &
Distribution, Consumer Packaged
Goods

Mark Phillips
Manager, Ventures
Mark.Phillips@P33Chicago.com
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Underfunded
Tech Founders:
TechRise

As the most racially distributed city in the
country, Chicago can differentiate itself as
the BEST city for diverse founders...

But currently only 1.9% of local venture funding goes to Black and Latinx founders in
Chicago

Chicago
1.9%
($0.2B)

NYC

5.2%
($4.4B)

Bay Area

1.8%
($4.6B)
Atlanta

5.5%

National Average: 2.4%
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Source: http://about.crunchbase.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/2020_crunchbase_diversity_report.pdf

The
Opportunity
By elevating Chicago's entrepreneurs
of color we can narrow the wealth
gap and increase the entire pipeline
of tech talent.
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TechRise

UNDERFUNDED TECH
FOUNDERS

Sample partners

Sample elements

Description

TechRise is an initiative designed to connect entrepreneurs with the resources they
need at every stage of their startup lifecycle—from idea to exit.
Leadership &
Professional
Development

Technical &
Business Support

Capital
& Financing

Customer /
Business
Development
Opportunities

Access to Talent

Arming entrepreneurs
with skills, experiences
and awareness needed to
found ventures
• Training programs
• Incubator/accelerator
programs
• Fellowships
• Venture/Start-up data

Enabling elements
required for venture
development
• Access to tech
resources (labs,
software tools)
• Professional services
(legal, accounting)

Financing
opportunities, from
pre-seed through
growth stage
• Equity, venture
• Debt
• Other sources
(crowdsourcing, nondilutive capital,
grants)

Sourcing early input to
pilots to commercial
opportunities with
potential B2B
customers
• Customer Pitch Days
• Product testing
• Introductions to
corporates

Ensuring necessary
skills sets to scale
• Growing and
retaining local talent
(Chicago Tech Career
Launch)
• Talent attraction
from outside Chicago
(Destination 312)

To serve as
orchestrator/convener
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CONTACT US

How to get
involved
Send us a note to get involved with TechRise as
a founder, mentor, investor, or supporter!
Official launch in February 2021.

Desiree Vargas Wrigley
Executive Director, TechRise
Desiree.VW@P33Chicago.com
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